Abstract. It is shown that there is an integral analogue to the classical characterization of inner product spaces. The sharp bounds for the integral of the norm are found.
1. Let A^ be a normed complex linear space, 5 its unit sphere, and let ®(x,y) = ¿ jT2"ll(oos t)x + (sin t)y\\2 dt.
(1)
In [1] it was announced that Af is an inner product space if and only if $(jc, y) < 1, for all x and v in 5. The purpose of this paper is to prove the above characterization of inner product spaces and give best possible bounds for (1).
2. The following theorem is an integral analogue to the Schoenberg version [2] of the classical M. M. Day result [3] . Theorem 1. Let N be a normed complex linear space and S its unit sphere. Then N is an inner product space if and only if <!>(x, y) < 1 for all x, y £ S.
Proof. The "only if part is immediate. For the "if" part it suffices to consider a 2-dimensional normed real linear space N2. Let S2 be the unit sphere of N2. In [3] it was shown (a result attributed to Loewner) that S2 can be encompassed by a unique minimal ellipse E which meets S2 in four distinct points, say, x, y, -x, -y, with x and v being linearly independent. The ellipse induces in N2 a euclidean norm || • ||£, with E as a unit sphere. Hence \\Z\\E < ||Z|| for all z £ N2. Let x and v be as chosen above. Then ||*|| = || v|| = \\x\\E = \\y\\E = 1, and 1 = T" (2n\\(cos t)x + (sin Ovil2, dt < Q(x,y) < 1, ¿IT J0 whence f "¡(cos t)x + (sin t)y\\2£ dt = f *||(cos t)x + (sin r)v||2dt.
For fixed x and y and for all t, from the continuity and nonnegativity of ||(cos t)x + (sin i)v||2 -||(cos t)x + (sin t)y\\2E, it follows that ||(cos t)x + (sin t)y\\ = ||(cos t)x + (sin t)y\\E.
Since every z E N2 is of the form z = (p cos i)x -f-(p sin i).y, p > 0, we have 11*11 = 11*11* for all z G N2.
This proves the theorem.
3. The sharp bounds of (1) 
